TOP 15 THINGS THE WSA HAS DONE FOR YOU THIS YEAR.

i. brought you academic minors
ii. let you text in your orders to late night
iii. got you the new york times
iv. brought you prof-it.org
v. organized bandfire
vi. brought you laundryview
vii. hooked you up with fan vans
viii. helped bring you wesbooks.org
ix. created the usDEN
x. got you home during breaks with shuttles to nyc, boston, philly and dc
xi. hired a full-time sustainability coordinator
xii. brought you to nyc during saturday in the city
xiii. helped to pass a certificate in education studies
xiv. ran both the fall and spring student group fairs
xv. brought the mayoral debate to campus

HAPPY SUMMER.

LOVE,
YOUR WSA ♥